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Figure S3: Applying a pushing force at the rim region increases the total shape error (Eq. S23). (A) (A, upper) Schematic of a biconcave RBC with an inward force per unit area (red arrows) at the dimple and an outward force per unit area (gray arrows) at the rim section. (A, lower) The applied force along the membrane as a function of the arclength (Eq. S24). The simulated shape of RBC with only a pulling force at the dimple region (\( F_{\text{rim}} = 3.73 \text{pN/\mu m}^2 \)). Here, the total shape error is \( \epsilon_{\text{total}} \sim 12.5\% \), which is larger than even the case with the uniform force per unit area (Fig. 3, center). (C) The simulated shape of RBC with both pulling and pushing forces at the dimple and rim regions respectively (\( F_{\text{dimple}} = 3.73 \text{pN/\mu m}^2 \) and \( F_{\text{rim}} = 0.53 \text{pN/\mu m}^2 \)). Adding the small pushing force at the rim region compared to Fig. 4, increased the total shape error noticeably from \( \epsilon_{\text{total}} \sim 5.62\% \) to \( \epsilon_{\text{total}} \sim 9.71\% \).